
Intr  oduc  tion  

First I want to thanks Alex Ebner, the best language assistant ever, without him 
this diary couldn't exist. I also thanks all of the teaching team for their patience and 
their serious, thanks to the Terminale S, the 2D1, 2D2 and 2D3, this trip was... 
awesome.

Before beginning the reading it's important to know that everything which is 
related here is real.

Enjoy.

Vous vouliez du role play non ?
L'id e est de Alex Ebner, je n'ai fais que mettre a l' crit ces merveilleuses trouvailles. Il est bien sur vident que la vraisemblance de ce journalé é é  
n'entrera pas en compte dans la merveilleuse note qui me sera attribu .é



D  a  y 0  

6:40 am 2012 Wednesday, March the 14th, we're in front of our QG, waiting for the 
bus. I can see some of my comrades, but there is a lot of new face... I think I will have 
to know them during the trip. But we're not there to be here...

7:00 am The bus is coming. Our team ? 51 determinate Ninjas, 4 old teacher, 1 
marvelous language assistant and 1 unhappy bus driver. Our destination ? Ireland. Our 
mission ? Find and determine the Source. A lot of clue show us this way. The virus 
began its propagation in this country. We have 1 week to do it. I hope the Strength is 
with us.

7:15 am The back of  the bus became the 
temporary QG of our group, the Terminale 
lead team begin to organize the trip and find a 
strategy. The face are serious, men and 
women are concentrate, the hour is dark... 
We're studying the plan and the way to 
Ireland. Apparently one of our “contact” 
prepare us a boat in Cherbourg. The road to 
Cherbourg is long and zombies are 
everywhere, we'll have to be careful...

7:30 am Someone find a strategy to stay alive 'till Cherbourg, we have to sing, that 
makes the zombies get away. This great idea was applied quickly. During one hour 
and a half everything was OK.

8:30 am A new element break our strategy. What's this element ? Irene, the angry 
bus driver, she totally disagree the singing strategy, apparently she decides to try the 
camouflage technic, because she really looks like to a zombie. I don't know how but 
she convinced our 4 teacher in her way... 

9:00 am Zombies are coming, they start to be angry and hungry, our QG is in total 
activity, we have to send someone to make Irene's decision changes. 

9:30 am Irene seems showing her agreement, we start singing again, and the 
zombies get away, everything was all right... For the moment.

1:00 pm Time to eat, and not time to be eaten... We have to find a place without 
zombies... Easier to say than to do... We drive during 45 minutes to find it, and we find 
it. We eat quickly and seriously in a old disinfected highway area. 

7:30 pm The afternoon was quiet, the team was concentrate, we try to train the 
seconde and make them more serious than they seems be ([hrp]je ne suis absolument pas sur de la syntaxe de 
cette phrase mais apres tout qui tente rien n'a rien[/hrp]). 

Now it's time to go on the boat, Mrs Fourrure was right our “contact” work well. He 
finds us an old ferry. Nice, we can have the night to think about our plan. 



9:00 pm There's a problem, we're not alone on the boat... Apparently there are 
tourists and other useless people. We're in 2012 in the middle of a zombie apocalypse 
and there are tourists ? What the hell is this ? I know some people want to die, but be 
eaten by zombie it's not the better suicide way I know... people are strange.

10:00 pm The teaching team call the lead 
group (which is composed of  Merveil, 
Thomas, Alex' and me) to give us the plan. 
The week will be charged. First Friday 
morning we will visit the UCC, apparently it 
was scientist form this university who 
identified the virus first.

In the afternoon we will go the Jail. Rumors 
say that the virus appeared over there.

The day after it's a special day... I don't really know why but all the zombies go out 
and “celebrate” something. We prepare “zombie costumes” for this day. We're ready.

Sunday morning we will go to visit a fortress. It's the last place which survives to the 
zombie assault, we hope to find clues over there. In the afternoon we will go to 
Blarney castle, to check a stupid rumor which says that a stone of this old castle can 
stop the zombie disease.

Monday we will go to muckross house, I don't really know why... Mrs Fourrure talks 
about a Queen and Victoria... Weird...

Tuesday it's our last day, on the morning we will go to a “distillery”, our contact says 
to us that it is in fact a vaccine factory. And on the afternoon, we will see the 
Dunbrody ship.

We have a lot of work...

11:30 pm To distract us, and make us forget the stress of our mission, Alex tell us 
some nice and soft stories about Aristocrats. He also learns us a nice song.

“I place my hand upon her toe, yoho yoho

I place my hand upon her toe, yoho yoho

I place  my hand upon her toe, she said Stephanois you are too slow !

Shuffle in, shuffle out

Quit fucking about, yoho yoho yoho”
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4:00 am The night was long, we pray the Chance God with our Jungle Speed 
totem. We try to find the good plan. We explore every possibility. In fact we just 
discover that our team is not train to an important work like that... We don't have real 
information, just rumors. Some of us leave Saint-Etienne because they were afraid of 
the virus... others juste because they want to live adventures... Others just for fun...

Happily in our group we have real Ninjas to train the others, I’m not desesperate , just 
a little pessimist...

Time to go to bed. Tomorrow will be long...

11:00 am Wake up. I slept well. A 
little breakfast, go out to smoke. I cross 
Alex Ebner, the marvelous, I discussed 
with him. He's the guy who know every 
details of this case. We need him to 
accomplish our plan. He tells me that 
the virus is spreading in Australia now. 
Every place in the world is contaminate.

We're the last hope of our planet... 
Fuck, I hate responsibility. 

12:00 am   Time to eat again. After a little dinner we prepare ourselves to arrive in 
Ireland. The country is infested, find survivors contact was hard  but we did it. Every 
people of our group have a place to sleep. 

3:00 pm We're in the main room of the boat, near the harbor, we decide to sing to 
make the coast zombies get away. Even our teacher agree. I hope Irish zombies love 
our music...

3:30 pm Here we are, Ireland... For the moment we don't see any zombies. We 
have 3 hours and a half to Cork, our host city. 

7:00 pm We arrive in Cork, for obvious security reasons we decide to be only 2 in 
each host family. Our host family were informed of the reason of our trip. We can see 
in their eyes the horror of the infection. They seems tired and hungry. But I think their 
help will be precious.

Merveil and me meet Richard and Anna, a kind old couple. 

The trip make us tired. Our bed are waiting for us.
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7:45 am Wake up. First day in Ireland. We have to analyze each detail we see. We 
only have one week to reach our goal. Richard make us a good breakfast, he tell us 
that we need to eat if we don't wanna be eaten.

8:20 am We're in our bus, on a Parking, no zombies. Maybe zombies are not 
“matinal”. Irene waits anxiously the last teammates. Mrs Fourrure says that we can't 
be late, it's too dangerous.

8:30 am Here we go ! Next place, UCC ! There's not a lot of road but we're 
careful, we know that Irish zombies are sly. 

9:00 am It's raining. We arrived at the 
UCC, strange place. Visit an university 
during a zombie apocalypse it's very... 
weird. But this place let me think that 
before this apocalypse it was a very 
dynamic and happy place. I imagine all of 
this students running and laughing. Who 
could guess ? Who SHOULD guess ? 

I'm hungry.

10:35 am We explored every little place of the huge campus, some of them were 
interesting. In the labs we found, between dead bodies, a sample of the virus. We 
collect it. Mr Mazzoni, the scientist of the team will analyze it. 

12:00 am We find a building to eat. Time to 
resume our discoveries. We gather the team. Now 
we know that the UCC scientist discovered the 
virus in Ireland, they decided to work on it, but 
unfortunately they lost the control of the situation. 
In 2 days all of the campus was infected. The army 
tried to stop the virus but they can't do anything.

In 2 week all the country was infected. 2 months 
later the Europe was totally zombificate. Now, 4 month later all the planet is infected. 
Our next purpose is to find where the UCC scientist found the virus. We gonna check 
an old jail... 

12:17 am Zombies ! They find us ! We ran desperately to escape them... thanks to 
the Mr Denis ninja training we stayed alive. We'll have to be more careful in the 
future... 



1:10 pm We arrive in the jail. The investigation will be 
long... the place seems very interesting for our mission.

1:30 pm First cell. Amazing discoveries. This jail was 
build during the 19th Century... the apocalypse began in 
2011... Why do we find virus samples here ? What did really 
happen here ?

2:00 pm We explored the jail's director desk. Now we 
know... This jail was not really a jail. We find the diary of 
the director. Until 1923 this jail was normal. But after it 
became a secret research center. The virus was discovered here. 88 years before the 
apocalypse...

2:30 pm We discover the patient 0 ! The 
man who developed the virus first. We exam his 
cell and we find interesting evidence. We know 
the virus come from food. Probably from meat.

We can identificate him thanks to the the priest's 
diary. He wrote the symptoms, first, fever, 
stomach ache, yellow face and hunger. When this 
symptom appeared the jail's work team believed in 

a classic malaria. They put 0 alone in a cell... But as we were expecting , few weeks 
after the harder symptoms appeared. Dead skin, hair drop, throwing up, red eyes. The 
jail was frightened of this disease. We suppose the priest was contaminate... He 
became the patient 1.

3:15 pm As we supposed, all the jail was 
quickly contaminate. We explore in details each 
cell. But I think the most interesting place is in 
the 3rd floor.

4:20 pm At the 3rd floor we find an office. 
And in this office we found all of the elements 
we need to understand the jail's disease.

The priest was really contaminate, but there's a thing we didn't know... the priest had a 
secret relation with a woman. He contaminate her (the virus is sexually transmissible), 
and she contaminate some people in the village. But the government quickly reacted, 
it counted and caught all the sick people. And in 1923, after a long hunting, the disease 
was controlled and the jail became a research center. Of course the existence of this 
disease wasn't revealed to the population. They established the symptoms we know, 
they find the incubation time : 2 weeks (which is very long).  Now we know that the 
virus is older than me. We have to find the reason of his rebirth.

He survived 88 years in a old jail... He's a ninja virus.

Tomorrow will be the most difficult day of the week...
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7:45 am Wake up. Second day in Ireland, the Saint-Patrick's day. Before the 
apocalypse it was a party day in this country. I don't know why but zombies continue 
to celebrate this day. Richard made us a good breakfast, he told us that we need to eat 
if we don't wanna be eaten.

8:15 am We met our mate in front of the bus, our costumes are perfect. I've taken 
pictures. 



3:15 pm The morning was awesome ! We were perfectly disguised, the zombies 
believed that we were zombies too. We could analyze our lifestyle. In fact zombies are 
not so bad. They're just very very hungry and they don't know cooking.

Now We're on the street, we gonna continue our analyze. I think this day will change 
Humankind and Zombiekind. 

Pictures are more expressive than words.

 

This pictures resume a little this day, but to recreate the amazing atmosphere of this day you have to use your imagination.

This day was so unbelievable that I can't tell you what  really happened, we met awesome people, we sang amazing song in the street. We took 
wonderful pictures. It was marvelous ! But you know, what happened in Ireland stay in Ireland.
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7:45am Wake up ! Third day in Ireland. Hard back to the reality. Yesterday was a 
strange day... I've never imagined talking with zombies... Today will be more serious. 
Now we know the origine of the virus, the personality of zombies. We have to find 
survivors traces. To do it we gonna check Charles's fort and Blarney Castle. The day 
will be long but... Richard made us a good breakfast, he told us that we need to eat if 
we don't wanna be eaten.

9:00 am We arrive at the Charles's 
fort. Alex was volunteer to check the 
area. No zombies so far... Good news.

We can start our investigation. We met 
our contact. He gonna guide us in this 
fort.

9:30 am As we wait for we found 
eaten bodies. Our guide said that's the 
rest of the Irish survivors. He told us that he was in this fort when zombies assaulted. 
He hides himself in the kitchen (with Bryan) during 12 days. He ate Bryan to survive... 
Poor Bryan. After that zombies left the fort. He tried to find other survivors but he was 
alone... That's why he answered us when we contacted the fort with our messenger 
pigeon (zombies hate pigeon !).

10:15 am We find a map of the fort. 
Our guide show us where the zombies 
assaulted. He said that they ate the stone 
wall to make a passage... Awesome... 
Zombie teeth and stomach are awesome. 
He also show us the interesting room to 
examine, like the weapon warehouse.

10:30 am We found the weapon stock. Now we're ready. Everybody agree. We 
need weapons. Zombies have teeth and stomach. We have canon. H h h  ! Bazinga !é é é



3:00 pm Blarney Castle. The teaching team 
tell us we have to explore the area before 
climbing to see the stone.

3:15 pm Peaceful place... Too peaceful for a 
zombie apocalypse. We begin to be anxious... 
No bird noise, only the wind in the leaves... We 
continue our exploration.

3:26 pm Zombies ! They were hidden in the bushes ! I hate this fucking sly 
creatures ! Red hair Irish zombies ! They look like leprechauns. 

3:27 pm We can't chose. We have to fight. We prepare our weapons. I see a 
diabolic smile on the Thomas's face, Merveil's eyes are shining, Alex' arms are 
blowing up. H h , they will regret their acts. NINJUTSU !é é

3:44 pm We won ! Ahah, we strike our 
Ninja-victorious pose. Now we can serenely 
explore the castle ! 

Tonight we'll human will eat human eaters.

4:15 pm We quickly finished our 
exploration. The teaching team promises to 
give us a reward for this.  

Now we can go to see the mysterious stone.

4:20 pm We are at the bottom of the castle... It seems very high. The climbing will 
be long...

4:30 pm It was not so hard... We're in 
front of the stone. We have to take some 
samples. To do it the best method is to bite or 
lick the stone. 
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7:45 am Wake up ! Fourth day in Ireland. Today will be the worst I think... We 
gonna visit Muckross house, an absolutely uninteresting place... And in the afternoon 
we have to check the Irish road in order to assure us a good exit way (because an 
informed man always now the escape way). Richard made us a good breakfast, he told 
us that we need to eat if we don't wanna be eaten.

7:00 pm Nothing interesting today... So pity. Tomorrow will be better.
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7:45 am Wake up ! Last day in Ireland... This week was so intense. I hope be back 
to our gloomy French ninja-survivors life will not be hard...

Last morning with Richard and Anna. You know sometimes (I get a good feeling yeah !) you met 
amazing kind nice and generous. This kind of people you never forget, this kind of 
people who everybody should take as model... For the last time Richard made us a 
good breakfast, he told us that we need to eat if we don't wanna be eaten. But he also 
told that he was so happy to met us. I think this week changed something in our both 
heart. They accompanied us to our bus/QG. We have a lot of work today... Here we go 
!

8:00 am Mrs Fourrure and Amazing 
Alex developed a new camouflage suit 
!

9:00 am The old Jameson's distillery. 
During a long time it was the sacred alcohol 
factory in Ireland (With the triple distillation, 
the malt heating and stocking, the biggest still 
in the world, etc...) But now it's a vaccine 
research center.

9:20 am When we enter in the old distillery, an alarm was activated ! Armed 
people come and circle us. They rapidly capture us. Now we are in a strange room 
without lights.

9:23 am A man comes... He says “Hum... Excuse us, are you really humans ?” We 
answer “yes we are !”. He asks us to prove it. Thomas and myself decide to explain 
him the fourteenth variable of the Gauss's corollary. It's a very basic theorem, but a 
zombie can't learn it. 

9:30 am After our explanation he decides to liberate us. And to excuse him, he 
offers us a visit of the research center. He told us that he is the director of this center 
and the alarm are here in prevention of a zombie invasion. They use the old distillery 
to cover the research center because zombie are disgusted by alcohol (It's logic, when 
you have no brain, you have a constant hangover and alcohol is not recommended 
when you have a hangover).



9:40 am We discovered the first 
appliance room. Of course since the 
beginning of the apocalypse, the electricity 
distribution is over. So they invented 
electric stuff, and they repaired the old mill 
of the distillery.

We saw a machine to analyze and decrypt 
zombie sample (like skin, blood, bones or 
ass hair). 

We give them all the samples we collected during the trip. They were very happy. 
They never found a pure-virus sample. We give them the key of the vaccine's 
fabrication.

The director said that making the first vaccine will take 2 hours.

10:20 am We continue the visit. We 
discovered this amazing center. 

The Irish survivors were here since the 
beginning of the apocalypse.

The guide, an ex-government agent,  explains 
us that when the UCC scientist discovered the 
virus in the jail ruins a lot of people alarmed 
the government. A priori the virus was known 

by a lot of people.  But the things were so fast...

11:50 am The director give us the first vaccine pack ! We have to test it ! To do it 
we gonna go to the the Dunbrody Ship. It was an historic ship who carried Irish during 
the famine. Now it's an infected place. But zombies over there are weak, that's why we 
choose this place.

11:55 am Before leaving the center, Mr 
Guerrieri smells a wonderful scent. His instinct 
take him to the an old room and he discovered the 
old whiskey stock. He can't leave this alone. The 
teaching team agrees.

They have to taste it !



1:00 pm We arrive at the ship. Our plan to capture the zombies is perfect, we have 
to circle the boat and start singing. Zombies will not have exit way and we will capture 
them ! Haha wonderful !

1:30 pm We captured 3 zombies ! We injected the vaccine few minutes ago. But 
their appearance start changing. The skin is pinker, hair are pushing back (maybe we have to 

bring a sample for Mr Barcet). It's a miracle ! Humankind is safe ! We are heroes ! 

We passed our afternoon contacting contacts and preparing the back trip. Finally we 
took the boat. We were serene. We reached our goal and even more ! Everybody slept, 

ate and drunk well, this is how heroes relax.



Once again I want to thanks everybody who play a part in this trip. It will be a 
exceptional memory. Full of laugh, scream, smile and bullshit !

Thanks to the marvelous teaching team.

Thanks to the Secondes, young but funny.

Thanks to the wonderful TS ! We are awesome !

Thanks to AMAZING Alex' Ebner. The best English assistant ever.

Irish lands never forget us and we never forget them.

I hope you enjoy the reading ! 

I want to conclude in french with 2 marvelous Irish proverb.

“Ce que beurre et whisky ne peut soigner est incurable.”

But

“Le rire et le sommeil, chacun en quantit  suffisante, sont les meileurs rem des dué è  
monde”

Peu importe de quoi nous fumes, nous sommes et nous serons malades, si on se fie a 
ses proverbes, ce voyage nous a  jamais vaccin .à é


